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In this paper, we study a class of resource tradeoffs that arise in such problems as parallel 
sorting algorithms, linear recursion schemata, VLSI layouts, and searching algorithms. The 
tradeoffs can all be traced to the common structure of a multiway tree, and the special class 
of binomial trees (which are structurally related to the binomial coefficients) correspond to 
particularly efficient algorithms. Although most of the tradeoffs that we exhibit are upper 
bounds, we present several examples to show that the approach can also lead to lower bounds. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Much research has recently been focused on the problems of tradeoffs between 
computational resources such as time and space. As papers representative of a great 
deal of other work, we mention Chandra [8], Pippenger [ 191, Savage and Swamy 
[22], Lengauer and Tarjan [16], Borodin and Cook [6], and Ja’Ja’ [12]. Many of 
those papers show that, for some particular computational problem, the product of 
the required time with some function of the required space must be at least as great 
as some function of the problem size. Such results have been extended, for example, 
by Schroeppel and Shamir [24] to a set of NP-complete problems and by Thompson 
[27] to problems in VLSI computation. 
In this paper, we investigate a general class of resource tradeoffs that differ from 
the examples cited above in two significant ways. First, the functional form of the 
tradeoffs achieved is not a simple product, but rather a more complex relation. 
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Second, and more important, the tradeoffs are applicable to a broad class of 
problems, yet stem from a common mathematical structure. For every problem that 
we shall study, we will give an upper bound in the form of a resource tradeoff. We 
conjecture that all of our upper bounds are within a small factor of optimal, and 
provide support for that conjecture. 
In Section 2, we discuss in depth one particular problem that illustrates many 
facets of the tradeoffs. With that example as background, we study a set of tradeoffs 
in Section 3. Conclusions are then offered in Section 4. 
2. AN EXAMPLE-SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
In this section, we shall study the problem of sensitivity analyses for associative 
multiplication systems, which was first investigated by Rosenthal [21]. Our purpose 
in studying this problem is not so much the problem’s intrinsic interest as its 
pedagogic properties: it is easy to state, and many aspects that we see in various 
problems in Section 3 also arise in this problem. In Subsection 2.1, we define the 
problem and discuss previous work. In Subsection 2.2, we investigate a class of 
algorithms for the problem that use little time but much space; in the next subsection 
we investigate algorithms, dual to these, that use much time but little space, and in 
Subsection 2.4, we summarize those algorithms. The analyses in those sections are 
fairly loose; in Subsection 2.5, we introduce a slightly more efficient set of algorithms 
and then analyze their performance exactly. Various implementations of the 
algorithms are discussed in Subsection 2.6, and a summary of the problem is given in 
Subsection 2.7. 
2. I. Problem Definition 
In the sensitivity analysis problem, we are given an input vector X = (xl ,..., xN) 
and a perturbation vector P = (p, ,..., p,), an we must calculate the variant vector V d 
in which 
ui=xl *-* xi_lpixi+l **.x,. 
That is, we are interested not only in the one product x, e-S xN, but also in the N 
perturbations of that product given by substituting pi for xi, for 1 <j Q N. We are 
allowed to use only an associative multiplication operator; we may not assume a 
“division” operator. Rosenthal [21] shows how this problem arises in such 
applications as error correction of regular languages, serial discrete decision 
processes, group knapsack problems, and convolution of functions (along with 
several other computational problems). 
The computational problem we face is to compute the N-element vector 
v = (Yi )...) uN), given the vectors X and P. We define the time required by an 
algorithm to be the number of multiplications used, and the space required to be the 
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number of memory words used, apart from those words devoted to input and output 
(Rosenthal describes and justifies this cost model). The naive algorithm that 
recomputes each Vi from scratch is very space efficient (using only one word of 
memory), but requires N(N- 1) multiplications. Rosenthal describes an algorithm 
that requires both linear time and linear space that operates as follows: It computes 
the vector R of N - 2 right values defined as 
where i varies from 1 to N - 2. This is accomplished in linear time (by scanning 
right-to-left), and the N - 2 values require linear space to store. The second phase of 
his algorithm then scans left-to-right through the data, using the cumulative product 
of the vector X together with the elements of the vector R to produce the variance 
vector V. The algorithm that we just described informally is given precisely in the 
following code segment; the numbers to the right of the code count the 
multiplications used in each line. 
‘N-1 cxN 
forieN-2to ldo 
riCXi+I*ri+l IN-2 
Vl +P* *r, 11 
L cx, 
forit2toN- ldo 
vi t L*pi*ri 12(N- 2) 
LcL*xi IN-2 
vNc L*PN 11 
The total number of multiplications used by this code is 4N - 6. Thus Rosenthal 
described two algorithms, one with quadratic time and constant space, and the other 
with both linear time and space. He conjectured that the problem requires a quadratic 
time-space product. 
In this section, we study a class of solutions to the sensitivity analysis problem that 
have subquadratic time-space product. To do so, we shall distill from Rosenthal’s 
general problem a critical subproblem. In this problem, we must output the N - 2 
values of r, for 1 < i Q N - 2, in increasing order by i. For notational convenience, 
we let M=N- 1, and so we must report the M- 1 values of ri, for 1 <i<M- 1, 
given the value rM =x,. We can use a solution to this problem as a coroutine with 
the above code segment to yield a solution to the original problem (that is, we use the 
left-to-right scan together with the presentation of the rts in increasing order). The 
number of additional multiplications required is 3N - 4, and the extra space required 
is unity. (Note that Rosenthal’s first solution to this problem is to recompute each ri 
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as it is needed; this requires constant space and quadratic time. His second solution is 
to store them all, which requires linear space and time.) 
To model the above procedure, we now define the reduced sensitivity analysis, or 
RSA, problem. (Note that the vector R defined in this problem is “off by one” from 
the vector R used above; this is merely a notational convenience.) 
PROBLEM (Reduced Sensitivity Analysis). Given the sequence X of M values 
x, ,*.., xw, report in ascending order the M- 1 values of 
ri = xi * * * x, 
for 1 < i < M, using only the associative multiplication operator. The time required 
by a solution is defined as the number of multiplications used, and the space required 
is the maximum number of variables active at any time. 
Note that a sensitivity analysis problem of size N requires the solution of an RSA 
problem of size M = N - 1. 
2.2. Low-Time, High-Space Algorithms 
We shall now investigate a class of algorithms for the RSA problem that uses little 
time but much space. We begin by describing a solution to the RSA problem that 
uses approximately 2M multiplications and only 2M”* space. As an example, 
consider an instance of the RSA problem in which M = 100. We make a preliminary 
right-to-left scan through the vector X, computing all values of ri, and storing the 
values rgO, rsO ,..., T,~. The algorithm also stores the values r9 ,..., I,, and reports them 
and then r,O as the first ten desired values. When it is called upon to compute r,, it 
scans right-to-left from r2,, , recomputing and storing the values r,9 ,..., r,, . It then 
reports these values, and the process continues. Note that at most eighteen values are 
active at any one time (where 18 = 2(M”* - 1)) and that each ri is computed at most 
twice. This scheme uses 18 words of space and 180 multiplications. The 
generalization to arbitrary M is obvious: in a first pass we store the value of ri for 
every i that is an integer multiple of Ml’*, and in the second pass we report an ri at 
each step, and every M”* steps we recompute a sequence of ML’* - 1 values of ri in 
right-to-left order. This scheme requires 2(M”* - 1) words of memory and (M - 1) + 
(Ml’* - l)* = 2M - 2M”* multiplications. 
This scheme is easy to extend to different tradeoffs; we now consider a solution to 
the RSA problem that uses fewer than 3M multiplications and only 3(M”’ - 1) 
space. We illustrate this first where M= 1000. In a preliminary right-to-left scan 
through the set X, we compute all the ri)s, and store the nine values rgOO, r8OO,..., rlO,, 
in layer one, the nine values rgO, rs,, ,..., r,,, in layer two, and the nine values 
r9, I*,..., r, in layer three. We then scan through the set from left-to-right, reporting 
the ri)s in order. Every ten elements, we must recompute ten values on the third layer 
(scanning right-to-left from a given element on the second layer), and every one 
hundred values we must recompute elements on the second layer (using as a basis an 
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element on the first layer). This scheme can obviously be generalized to arbitrary M: 
each value is recomputed at most thrice, so at most 3M multiplications are used; 
because at most M”3 words are active at any time on any of the three layers, the 
total space used is 3(M113 - 1) words. 
To extend this scheme further, it is helpful to view the RSA algorithm as a tree. 
For the previous algorithm we can imagine an M-leaf tree of three levels in which 
each node has branching factor A4”3. The A4’13 nodes at distance 1 from the root 
correspond to the values of ri stored in layer 1 of the algorithm, and likewise for 
layers 2 and 3. The execution of the algorithm can be viewed as two traversals of the 
tree: the first from right to left, filling in certain values (that is, nodes), and the 
second from left to right (with some lookahead). At any point in the second traversal, 
all active values at any level of the tree are stored in brother nodes (that is, 
descendants of a common father). The performance of the above algorithm is easy to 
analyze in terms of this tree: the 3M multiplications are due to the fact that each 
value is recomputed a number of times equal to the tree depth, and the 3(M’13 - 1) 
space is simply the depth of the tree times one less than the branching factor. Figure 
1 shows a 2-level tree that uses 24 multiplications and 6 words of space to solve the 
16-elements RSA problem. This idea of a tree that corresponds to an algorithm is 
formalized in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1 (RSA algorithms from multiway trees). For every M-leaf complete 
multiway tree with depth D and branching factor B, there is a corresponding 
algorithm for the M-element RSA problem with time DM(1 - l/B) and space 
D(B - 1). Note that M= BD. 
ProoJ: The proof is by induction on the depth D of a complete tree with 
branching factor B. As the basis step (D = 0) we consider the one-leaf tree of height 
zero; there are no values to report, the time required is 0 = DBD - DBD-I, and the 
space used is 0 = BD - 1. 
Consider now a tree of depth D + 1. In the first pass, we compute and store the 
values of ri for every i that is an integer multiple of BD: (B - 1) BD, (B - 2) BD,..., 
2BD, BD. This requires BDtl - BD multiplications and B - 1 words of memory. Each 
of these ri values corresponds to the root of a tree with depth D and branching factor 
B; by the induction hypothesis, such a subtree solves the BD-element RSA problem 
using time DBD - DBD-’ and space D(B - 1). We apply the algorithm successively 
to the B subtrees of depth D having roots ri labelled BD, 2BD,..., (B - 1) BD, BDt ‘. 
The total time used is 
(B D+‘-BD)+B(DBD-DBD-‘)=(D+ l)BD+‘-(D+ l)BD. 
P__ i-m. i. A - ’ N L-levei tree for the i6-eiemeni RSA probiem. 
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Similarly, the total space used is 
(B- l)+D(B- l)=(D+ l)(B- 1). I 
This theorem has a number of attractive corollaries. For any fixed integer k, we can 
choose a k-level tree with branching factor M’lk and achieve an algorithm that uses 
Mk time and k(M1lk - 1) space; we already investigated the cases k = 2 and k = 3. 
By choosing an M-leaf binary tree (that is, B = 2 and D = lg M), we achieve M lg A4 
time and lg M space. We could also set B = lg lg M and D = (lg M)/(lg lg lg M): this 
gives an algorithm with A4 lg lg M time and (lg M)(lg lg M)/(lg lg lg M) space. Note 
that Rosenthal’s second algorithm corresponds to the single-level tree with branching 
factor M. 
2.3. Low-Space, High-Time Algorithms 
We now briefly study a different set of RSA algorithms that are dual to those of 
Theorem 1 in a precise sense. We first sketch the dual two-level algorithm, which uses 
only two words of space and runs in (less than) 2M 3’2 time; we shall consider first 
the case M = 100. The first pass of the algorithm calculates the value r,,, and then the 
value r,, using 99 multiplications. The values of r2 ,..., r9 are then each calculated by 
recomputing from r 10. After rIO is reported, rzO is recalculated from rloO and stored. 
then rr, through r19 are each computed from rzO. This process then continues with 
r3@, and so on. At most two variables are used at any time, and each particular value 
ri is recalculated at most 2(!14~‘~ - 1) times, establishing the claimed performance. 
This scheme is easily generalized to an algorithm corresponding to any complete 
tree with constant degree: only one node at any level is active at any time. This yields 
THEOREM 2 (Dual RSA algorithm from multiway trees). For every M-leaf 
complete multiway tree with depth D and branching factor B, there is a corresponding 
algorithm for the M-element RSA problem with time (D/2)(B - 1) M and space D. 
Proof. The proof, similar to that of Theorem 1, is by induction on the depth D of 
a complete tree with branching factor B. For D = 0, the time is 0 = (0/2)(B - 1) B” 
and the space is 0 = D. For a tree of depth D + 1 we make B passes: l,..., B. In the 
kth pass, we first compute and store ri for i = kBD, using space 1 and time 
B II+’ - kBD. This ri corresponds to the root of a tree with depth D and branching 
factor B and so, by the induction hypothesis, we can then calculate rj, for j = 
(k - 1) BD + l,..., kBD, in space D and time (D/2)(B - 1) BD. The total space used is 
D + 1 and the total time is 
2 (BD+’ - kBD) + B[(D/2)(B - l)BD] = [(D + 1)/2](B - 1) BD+‘. fl 
lCk<R 
This theorem yields an algorithm with time kM’+‘lk and space k, for any fixed 
integer k; as before, we could also choose k (that is, D) to vary with M. Rosenthal’s 
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first algorithm for the RSA problem corresponds to a 
factor M. 
single-level tree with branching 
2.4. Summary of the Straightforward Tradeofss 
To summarize the RSA algorithms we have seen so far in this section, we have 
shown that for a given value of M (vector size) and T (the time required by the 
algorithm) satisfying M < T Q M lg M, the space 
S = (T/M)(M”“’ - 1) 
suffices for the RSA problem; note that lg M < S GM. On the other hand, if only 
S < lg M space is available, then time 
T= S(M’Is - l)M 
suffices. (We shall see in the next subsection how to improve these constant factors.) 
Some interesting values of S and T are noted in the following table; to simplify 
comparison, several of the times in the table are given as upper bounds 
Algorithm Time Space 
Rosenthal’s Second M M-l 
Primary k-level kM kM’lk - 1 
Binary M lg M lg M 
Dual k-level kM’+ Ilk k 
Rosenthal’s First M2 1 
Note that although Rosenthal conjectured that the RSA problem requires a quadratic 
time-space product, the binary algorithm shows that M(lg M)’ time-space suffices. 
2.5. Improving the Constant Factors 
Although the algorithms in the previous section are quite efficient, there is one 
obvious sense in which they are lacking. The trees corresponding to algorithms are 
“overly balanced” in that each node has the same number of descendants; to be more 
economical, little second-level storage should be used when much first-level storage 
has been taken, and vice versa. In this section, we study a class of trees that employs 
this observation to achieve more appropriately structured algorithms. We first 
introduce the general class of trees and prove some properties about them in a general 
context, and then see how they can be applied to the RSA problem. 
The class of trees we shall study is defined formally as follows: 
DEFINITION 3 ((d, h) binomial trees). The (d, h) binomial trees (where d > h > 0) 
are a subciass of the generai binary trees as deiined by Rnuth i i4 j. A (d, 0) binomial 
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tree and a (d, d) binomial tree consist precisely of one external node. A (d, h) 
binomial tree for d > h consists of an internal node whose right son is a (d - 1, h) 
binomial tree and whose left son is a (d - 1, h - 1) binomial tree. 
Note that this definition of binomial trees is unrelated to Vuillemin’s [28] structure 
of the same name; this structure is related to a method of Bitner, Ehrlich, and 
Reingold [5] to generate a binary reflected Gray subset code. Figure 2 shows a (5, 3) 
binomial tree in which left son links are drawn as (downward-pointing) vertical lines 
and right son links are drawn as (right-pointing) horizontal lines; internal nodes are 
drawn as circles and external nodes (leaves) are drawn as squares. For the time 
being, the reader might find it helpful to think of the “d” in (d, h) binomial trees as 
bounding above the depth of the tree in the usual sense (that is, the maximum number 
of internal nodes that are ancestors of any leaf), and the “h” as denoting the vertical 
height of the tree when it is drawn by the above conventions; we shall shortly make 
these concepts more precise. 
The name binomial trees is motivated by the following. 
THEOREM 4 (Number of leaves in a binomial tree). A (d, h) binomial tree 
contains (t) leaves. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward from the definitions of binomial trees and 
binomial coefficients; both the extremal and inductive parts of the tree definition 
correspond exactly to their counterparts in the definition of the numbers. (A recur- 
rence and generating function for this problem can be found in the Appendix.) 4 
Note that a (d, h) binomial tree corresponds to a trace of the invocation of a 
recursive routine for computing binomial coefftcients. Later in this paper, we will 
want to construct a (d, h) binomial tree that is “big enough” to solve a problem of 
size N; the following theorem allows us to choose appropriate values of d and h. 
THEOREM 5 (d and h as a function of tree size). The number of external nodes in 
a (d, h) binomial tree is at least N if d > (h!N)‘lh + h - 1. 
Proof. This proof is by simple algebra: 
The first inequality follows from the condition on d in the statement of the theorem 
and the monotonicity of binomial coefftcients; the second inequality uses a standard 
exponential bound on a factorial. 1 
FIG. 2. A (5, 3) binomial tree. 
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The final set of ideas that we shall need to relate binomial trees to the RSA 
problem is concerned with the various depths of a binary tree. 
DEFINITION 6 (Tree depths). Let T be a binary tree. The depth of T, denoted 
depth(T), is the maximum number of branches between the root of T and any of Ts 
leaves. The right depth, or rd(T), is the maximum number of right branches between 
the root and any leaf. Similarly, the left depth, or Id(T), is the maximum number of 
left branches between the root and any leaf. 
Theorem 7 characterizes those properties of binomial trees. 
THEOREM 7 (Depths of a binomial tree). Let T be u (d, h) binomial 
d > h > 0, then 
depth(T) = d - 1, Id(T) = h, and rd(T) = d - h. 
tree. If 
The depth of a (d, 0) or a (d, d) binomial tree is 0. The right depth and the left depth 
of a (d, 0) binomial tree are both 0. 
Proof: All parts of this theorem follow by a simple recurrence based on the 
definition of binomial trees. fl 
Theorem 7 is the final theorem we need to relate binomial trees to the RSA 
problem. 
Before examining the details of using binomial trees for the RSA problem, we shall 
consider a simple example. Figure 3 shows a (7,2) binomial tree for solving the 21- 
element RSA problem; note that it is reflected about the vertical axis for consistency 
with Fig. 1. Recall that we are given the 21 values of (x1 ,..., xZ1), and we must report 
the 20 values (rl,..., r2,,) in increasing order. The first pass of this algorithm will 
compute all of the right values, and store r15, r,o, r6, r3. At later points in the 
algorithm, the needed right values are recomputed from these stored values. For the 
case of the (7,2) tree, each value is recomputed at most twice, and no more than 
7 - 2 = 5 values are ever active at one time. We shall soon see that for a general 
(d, 2) binomial tree, at most d - 2 values are active at any time; thus, 2N time and 
(2N) 1’2 space are simultaneously achievable for the RSA problem. This is a space 
savings of a factor of 21i2 over the previous 2N time algorithm. 
With the above example as background, we are ready to show how binomial trees 
can yield efficient RSA algorithms that are a constant factor faster than the previous 
algorithms. The following theorem is pivotal in that endeavor: 
1 3 6 10 15 21 
FIG. 3. A (7, 2) binomial tree for the RSA problem. 
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THEOREM 8 (RSA algorithms from binary trees). For every M-leaf binary tree 
with left depth j and right depth k, there is a corresponding algorithm for the M- 
element RSA problem with time less than jA4 and space less than k. 
Sketch of Proof. The claimed algorithm traverses the tree as before. By the bound 
of left depth, none of the M values of r is evaluated more than j times, which yields 
the time bound. The space bound comes from the fact that elements are stored only 
before right branches are taken, and no leaf has more than k right branches on its 
path to the root. (A more detailed proof will be given in Subsection 2.6.) 1 
Note that Theorem 1 follows as a corollary of Theorem 8 achieved by “binarizing” 
the trees in the statement of Theorem 1. 
With Theorem 8 as background, we can immediately apply our knowledge of the 
various depths of binomial trees to yield the following theorem: 
THEOREM 9 (RSA algorithms from binomial trees). Let T be a (d, h) binomial 
tree with d > h > 0. For h > 0, the algorithm corresponding to T solves the (i)- 
element RSA problem with time h( 2) - (,,d, ) and space d - h. For h = 0, the time 
and space are both zero. 
Sketch of Proof. If we delete the subtracted term from the time requirements then 
the theorem follows immediately from Theorems 7 and 8; a detailed proof of the 
complete theorem will be given in Subsection 2.6. fl 
The next theorem interprets the above result for arbitrary sizes of the RSA 
problem. 
THEOREM 10 (Low-time, high-space RSA algorithms). For any positive integer k, 
the M-element RSA problem can be solved in time not greater than kM and space not 
greater than (k!M)‘lk. 
Proof. Let d = [(k!M)“” + k - 11 and consider a (d, k) binomial tree. By 
Theorem 5, the tree has at least M leaves; use a truncated algorithm that ignores the 
leaves above M. The space bound follows from Theorem 9 and the time bound 
follows from the proof of Theorem 8. 1 
Note that (k!)‘lk is less than k for k > 1; by Stirling’s approximation, for large k 
the value of (k!)‘lk is approximately k/e. Thus the algorithm of Theorem 10 uses 
approximately a factor of e less space than the algorithm of Theorem 1 to achieve the 
same time bound. 
Theorems 8-10 tiehten the results of Theorem 1 by a factor of e for large values of a------ 
k; in the same sense that Theorem 2 is dual to Theorem 1 (trading little time for little 
space), we can achieve a string of dual theorems that yield improved low-space, high- 
time RSA algorithms. The first is dual to Theorem 8. 
THEOREM 11 (Dual RSA algorithms from binary trees). For every M-leaf binary 
tree with left depth j and right depth k, there is a corresponding algorithm for the M- 
<71 25’2 7 
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element RSA problem with time not greater than kM and space not greater than j. 
(Note that this theorem just exchanges the values of k and j in the statement of 
m,___..-... 0 \ 1 neurt!m 0.) 
Proof: A direct proof shows how the traversal of Theorem 2 can be modified to 
traverse the cited tree. An easier proof is to use Theorem 8 and “swap” the left and 
right sons of every node in the tree. 1 
Note that the “swapping” in the above proof makes precise the sense in which the 
algorithms of Subsections 2.2 and 2.3 are dual. We can now interpret the above 
theorem with binomial trees in the following two theorems, which are dual to 
Theorem 9 and 10: 
THEOREM 12 (Dual RSA algorithms from binomial trees). Let T be a (d, h) 
binomial tree with d > h > 0. The algorithm corresponding to T solves the (i)- 
element RSA problem with time (d - h)(i) - (,+f) and space h. 
Proof. The proof of this is immediate from Theorems 7 and 11, or from the dual 
algorithm implementation in Subsection 2.6. 1 
THEOREM 13 (Low-space, high-time RSA algorithms). For any positive integer k, 
the M-element RSA problem can be solved in time not greater than (k!)‘lk M” Ilk 
and space not greater than k. 
Proof: This is proved in the same manner as Theorem 10. 1 
By Stirling’s approximation, this theorem shows that with k space, the time 
(k/e) M' + ‘lk suffices for the M-element RSA problem. 
2.6. Implementing the Algorithms 
The theorems so far, in this section claim only the existence of efficient algorithms; 
there are several ways in which the algorithms can be implemented. The most 
straightforward procedure takes the tree implicit in the corresponding theorem as an 
“input” and uses it as a data structure to produce the algorithm. A major disad- 
vantage of this approach is the fact that the tree must be explicitly constructed and 
stored, which requires a great deai of time and space (unaccounted For in Rosenthal’s 
cost model). We now study two more sophisticated approaches. 
The first approach is a recursive procedure, which we call P. Its purpose is to 
simulate the traversal of a binomial tree without actually constructing the tree. 
Although the procedure that we describe works only for RSA problems with sizes 
that are binomial coefticients, this could easily be modified. Procedure P is passed the 
three parameters N, h, and d. Its precondition is that r,,, is “saved” (which we define 
below), and its postcondition is that the values of rN_C(d,h)+, up to r, have been 
reported in ascending order, where C(n, r) denotes (F). The code of the procedure is 
as follows: 
I(N’1 -Y‘l -P>dla~!L+[(.L-N‘li‘I -P)dlaw!.L+ I +(.I-N)-(I -N) 
aA!slnxl OMJ aq~ 30 qx?a ‘03 pal!nbaJ auy aq~ sqd dool aq$ u! apew suoyoxIdgpn.u 
30 laqurnu aq~ s! (N ‘y ‘P)d Aq pal!nbaJ awg aq~, *rClaA!yadsal ‘y-p put! 
( ’ r, y ) - ( Ir )y 30 6 ruaJoaqL 30 spunoq axds put! auIp aql ~oqs Qsea osp.2 ue3 aM 
‘N.l 01 ‘1 uloq 
sanltA aql 30 Ritz llodal aM ‘(E) = N ~J!M d %u!yoau! bIp.yly rCa -lapJo pal!sap aql 
ur .Vd o1 dn 1 t (Y’P)J-N A JO ~[e payodaJ alley ahi ‘(N ‘q ‘p)d 30 um]aJ aq1 Lq OS *Nn 01 
dn ’ +(’ -y”-p)s-N~ $Jodal II!M q3!q~ ‘(N’l-Y’l-P)d SI 1Ie9 puoaas aqL *laplo %u!puasse 
u1 (I-Y’l--P)3-NJ=I-N1 ol &, I+W’P)J-NJ = 1+&-P)3-(1-N)1 slJodaJ aJnpaaoJd 
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Note that, for h = 0, Time[P(d, h, N)] = 0 = h(i) - ( ,,d, ). The space required by the 
call P(d, h, N) is 
max{l+Space[P(d-l,h,N-T)],Space[P(d-l,h-l,N)]} 
= 1 + Space[P(d - 1, h, N - T)] = d - h. 
A similar recursive procedure P’ can be written for the dual algorithms. 
procedure P’(d, h, N); 
ifh=Oorh=dthen 
Report r, 
else 
fori+N-1downtoTdo 
Yi t xi*ri + , 
Save rr 
P’(d - 1, h - 1, T) 
Unsave rr 
P’(d - 1, h, N) 
As above, straightforward recursive analyses show the correctness of this code and 
establish the time and space bounds of Theorem 12. Note that the path to the root of 
the binomial tree is represented in the runtime stack. A different implementation of 
the same idea is based on a binomial counting system. To simulate a (d, h) tree, an h- 
digit counting system is used. Readers interested in this approach are referred to 
Bentley and Saxe [2], in which a binomial counting system is used in a similar 
fashion. 
2.1. Summary of the Sensitivity Analysis Problem 
Before moving on to other problems, we shall briefly review some of the lessons we 
have learned from the RSA problem. The primary lesson is a method for constructing 
efficient algorithms by isomorphisms to trees. We first used fixed-degree multiway 
trees, which led to two kinds of algorithms (space-efficient and time-efficient) that are 
dual to one another. By phrasing our results in terms of trees, we were able to use 
trees of either fixed height or height that varies as a function of problem size. We 
then saw that the constant factors could be improved by using the binomial trees 
which are more appropriately balanced; this saves roughly a factor of e. ’ The 
’ Hong [ 111 has shown that a very slight improvement to these algorithms yields an optimal 
algorithm. 
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resulting algorithms also have a cleaner combinatorial structure, and are easier to 
analyze and implement (once the problem is viewed in the proper light). Finally, we 
saw in detail two implementations of the algorithms: one uses a tree as a data 
structure, and the other is recursive. A third implementation is based on binomial 
counting. In the next section, we will survey a number of problems apparently 
unrelated to the sensitivity analysis problem, yet they can be solved by applying the 
same strategy of isomorphism to trees and the same set of “tricks” on trees. 
3. A CATALOG OF TRADEOFFS 
In this section, we shall survey a number of computational problems that have 
resource tradeoffs that are structurally very similar to the tradeoffs we saw in the last 
section. For each problem, we shall briefly define it, give general theorems that show 
how a tree can be mapped to an algorithm, and then instantiate those theorems to 
yield particular algorithms. 
3.1. Broadcasting to Points on a Line 
The first problem we shall study is that of implementing networks in a VLSI model 
of computation. In this model, the vertices of a graph must be placed on planar 
lattice points, and all edges must be on (distinct) edges of the lattice. Our particular 
problem is to implement a binary broadcast network to a set of nodes occupying 
points (0, I), (0,2),..., (0, N). That is, we must embed a binary tree in the planar 
lattice such that its leaf nodes are adjacent on the x-axis. There are two costs to 
measure in such an embedding: the height of the embedding is the maximum y-value 
of any edge used in the construction, and the deZay of the tree is one plus the 
maximum number of interal tree nodes (not lattice points) between the root of the 
tree and any vertex. 
This abstract problem models a problem in VLSI communication: we are given a 
set of processors on a straight line, and we wish to broadcast to them quickly while 
using little area for the broadcast net. In addition to the broadcast problem, the 
binary tree models the problem of computing a binary operator on the set (for 
instance, taking the sum or the minimum of N integers stored in separate processors 
on a line). The grid structure is similar to the VLSI model employed by Thompson 
[27], and the restriction to points on a line models the problem of keeping processing 
agents near power supplies at the edges of a chip. (This problem arose in a VLSI 
algorithm of Yao [29].) Note that we can achieve N - 1 delay and unit height using 
the “linear” tree of Fig. 4a, or lg N delay and lg N height using the fully balanced 
binary tree of Fig. 4b. 
The two-level binary broadcast tree of Fig. 4c corresponds (under the standard 
“binarizing” isomorphism of general trees to binary trees) to a complete 16-leaf tree, 
with depth D = 2 and branching factor B = 4. Notice that the delay on any level is at 
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FIG. 4. Five broadcast trees. (a) A linear tree. (b) A binary tree. (c) A two-level balanced tree. 
(d) A two-level binomial tree. (e) A modified binomial tree. 
most B - 1 = 3, and there are D = 2 levels, so the maximum delay is D(B - 1) = 6. 
Thus, this scheme gives 2(N1’* - 1) delay with a height of only 2. This idea is 
generalized in the following. 
THEOREM 14 (Broadcast nets from trees). For every N-leaf complete tree with 
depth D and branching factor B, there is a corresponding binary broadcast net to N 
vertices on a line with height D and delay D(B - 1). Note that N = B”. 
Note that the linear broadcast net corresponds to the tree of height one and the 
binary net corresponds to the complete binary tree. This theorem yields the 
immediate corollary that for any fixed positive constant k, there is a broadcast net 
with height k and delay k(N”‘( - 1). We can also choose as the depth any monotone 
increasing function of N which is less than lg N, for example, choosing the height 
(lg N)l(lg lg lg N) gives delay (lg N)(lg tg N)l(lg lg lg N). 
We can tighten the upper bounds of Theorem 14 by using more appropriately 
balanced broadcast trees. Figure 4d shows a binomial tree for the broadcast problem 
that gives a broadcast net with height 2 and delay (2N)‘j2, which is an improvement 
of the structure in Theorem 14 by a factor of 2 ‘I2 The general (d, h) binomial tree . 
broadcasts to (i) nodes with height h and delay d - 1, which shows that it is 
possible to achieve a broadcast net to N nodes with height k and delay (k!N)‘lk (or 
approximately (k/e) N Ilk, by Stirling’s approximation). 
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This bound can, however, be improved even further by slightly modifying the 
binomial trees: if the height is great enough, then we ought to use binary trees instead 
of binomial trees. For instance, for the (6,2) binomial tree in Fig. 4d, the maximum 
delay is 5 and yet only a delay of 4 has been used to reach the rightmost leaf. The 
tree can be modified, as shown in Fig. 4e, in order to have an additional leaf and still 
maintain a delay of at most 5 and a height of 2. In general, we modify a binomial 
tree by defining a (d, d) tree to be a d - 1 level complete binary tree. Thus, a 
modified (d, h) binomial tree has depth d - 1 and height (left depth) h. Figure 5 
illustrates a (4, 3) binomial tree and a modified (4, 3) binomial tree. The leaf 
corresponding to a (2,2) tree is replaced by a complete binary tree with two leaves, 
and the (3,3) leaf by a binary tree with four leaves. The following theorem describes 
the number of leaves in a modified (d, h) binomial tree. (We use the notation 
CO<i0? (7) = ((Z)).) 
THEOREM 15 (Number of leaves in a modified binomial tree). A modzj?ed (d, h) 
binomial tree contains COGiGh (dr’)= ((d;‘)) leaves. 
ProoJ: The number of leaves in a modified (d, h) binomial tree satisfies the 
recurrence 
M(d,h)=M(d- l,h)+M(d- l,h- 1) for O<!r <d, 
= 2h-1 for h = d, 
ZZ 1 for h =d= 0, 
=o for h > d or h < 0. 
The proof that this recurrence has the above sum as the solution can be found in the 
Appendix. I 
Using the principle of optimality, it is not hard to show that these modified 
binomial trees are optimal; that is, given the constraints on height and delay. they 
broadcast to the maximum possible number of nodes. 
THEOREM 16 (Optimality of modified binomial trees). Any binary broadcast net 
with height h and delay d - 1 can broadcast to at most COGiGh ( di ’ ) leaves. This 
implies that a modified (d, h) binomial tree broadcasts to the maximum possible 
number of nodes. 
Proof The proof follows directly from the definition of a modified binomial tree 
and from Theorem 15. Let M(d, h) be the maximum number of leaves that can be 
reached by a binary tree with height h and delay d - 1. In one time unit, we can 
Ei-L /iiidaa 
FIG. 5. Standard and modified binmial trees. 
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reach only two nodes: one at height h - 1 and the other at height h. Since the 
remaining delay allowed is d - 2, from these two nodes we can reach M(d - 1, h - 1) 
and M(d - 1, h) leaves, respectively. We know that M(d, 0) = 1 because we can not 
branch at all when we have run out of height. By the optimality of the complete 
binary tree with 2h-’ leaves, M(h, h) = 2h-1. Because the recurrence for this M(d, h) 
is the same as that for the M(d, h) above, we have 
M(d, h)= 7’ 
&ih (dT1)_j(dhl))~ 
Note that this equation also holds for d < h. ti 
3.2. Variable-Cost Comparison Searching 
In this section, we shall study searching problems based on comparisons. In its 
simplest form, Player 1 “thinks of” a positive integerj and Player 2 tries to determine 
j by “guessing” various integers. When Player 2 guesses i, Player 1 must tell him 
whether or not i is greater than j. The usual formulation of the game is that Player 2 
tries to minimize the total number of his guesses. In this case, we shall associate 
different costs with different answers to the guesses. Specifically, Player 2 will be 
allowed only some finite number, k, of guesses greater than i, and subject to that 
constraint he must minimize the total number of guesses less than i. This game 
models a situation of destructive testing in which a guess that is too high depletes a 
finite resource, while a guess that is too low merely takes time; subject to the resource 
bound we must minimize test time. In the two parts of this subsection we will study 
two forms of this problem: in the first form we have an a priori bound on the integer 
i, and in the second we know only that i is a positive integer. 
3.2.1. Bounded Searching 
In this problem, we know that i is an integer between 1 and iV, and we must 
determine i while making at most k guesses that are greater than i. If k is at least 
[lg Nl, then we can use binary search. On the other hand, if k is unity, then we must 
necessarily use the sequential search that guesses 2,3,..., max{i + 1, N}; this will take 
at most N - 1 comparisons (at most N - 1 low guesses and at most one high guess). 
We shall now investigate schemes that make at most two guesses greater than i; 
that is, schemes for k = 2. Consider the case where N = 100; the most obvious 
strategy is to guess 10, 20, 30 ,..., 90, and then make at most 9 guesses after the first 
guess is too high. In general this will require at most 2(N”* - 1) low guesses and at 
most two high guesses. An example is given in Fig. 6a, where at most two high 
guesses and four low guesses suffice to determine a value between 1 and 9. 
The above scheme can be generalized to other values of k. For instance, for k = 3 
and N= 1000, an obvious strategy is to guess 100, 200, 300,..., until the guess is too 
high; this determines the appropriate multiple of 100. Then at most 2(N”’ - 1) more 
low guesses and two more high guesses will determine the appropriate multiple of 10 
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FIG. 6. Two decision trees. (a) balanced k = 2, n = 9. (b) (5, 2) binomial. 
and, finally, the exact number. For arbitrary N, this uses at most three highs and 
3(N”3 - 1) lows. This balanced multiway scheme can be generalized to a k-level 
scheme that uses at most k high guesses and at most k(N’lk - 1) low guesses. 
We can tighten these results by using binomial decision trees such as the one in 
Fig. 6b; at most two high guesses and three low guesses suffice to determine a value 
between 1 and 10. In general, a standard (d, h) binomial tree is used, in which the 
leaves have been numbered left to right from 1 to (;f). Each internal node receives the 
number of the least leaf in its right son, the left branches are labelled “<” and the 
right branches are labeled “>“. This tree allows us to distinguish among (i) numbers 
with at most h guesses that are too high and d that are too low. Thus we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 17 (Bounded variable-cost searching decision trees). To every (d, h) 
binomial tree there corresponds an algorithm for guessing one of (i) integers with at 
most h guesses that are too high and d - h that are too low. 
Proof. Every high guess corresponds to a left branch and every low guess to a 
right branch. Since a (d, h) binomial tree has left depth h and right depth d - h, no 
more than h high guesses or d - h low guesses are ever made. I 
We can rephrase this result directly in terms of the number of possible outcomes, 
N. 
THEOREM 18 (Bounded variable-cost searching). It is possible to distinguish 
among N integers with at most k guesses that are too high and at most r(k!N)‘lh 1 
guesses that are too low. 
Proof: Choose d = [(k!N)‘lk + k - 11. The result follows immediately from 
Theorems 5 and 17. m 
The above bound can be proved optimal either by tree arguments or simple 
combinatorial arguments. 
THEOREM 19 (Optimality of bounded variable-cost searching). 1f an algorithm 
successfully guesses any integer between 1 and N using at most h high guesses and at 
most d - h low guesses, then N must be less than (i). 
Proof: The outcome of a sequence of tests can be described by a d-chracter string 
over (H, L} that contains exactly h occurrences of H and d - h occurrences of L; 
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there are exactly (i) such strings. (Note that while some algorithms may ignore the 
last characters in the strings, that only decreases the number of different results 
possible.) I 
Sznyter [26] has extended this result to the case in which the number of high 
guesses is any integer i < h, and the number of lows is d - i. He describes an 
algorithm that can distinguish among ((i)) integers, and proves that it is optimal. 
3.2.2. Unbounded Searching 
In this subsection, we will consider the problem in which no upper bound is known 
a priori on the “thought of” integer, which we shall refer to as N. Bentley and Yao 
[4] showed that if one can make arbitrarily many guesses that are too high, then 
approximately 
lgN+lgIgN+lglglgN+ *** +O(l)+lg*N 
guesses sufftce to determine N. Furthermore, that number is close to optimal (under a 
very delicate definition of optimal). In this subsection, we shall consider the case in 
which we are allowed to guess a number greater than N only k times, and we try to 
minimize the number of guesses less than N. 
If k = 1, then the only correct strategy is sequential search. If k = 2, then one can 
guess 1, 3, 6, lo,... (the triangular numbers) until the guess is too high, and then 
sequentially search up from the last triangular number. This strategy requires at most 
two high guesses and (,,)I’* low guesses to determine that the number was N. 
Although at this point one is tempted to guess that binomial trees should be used 
to solve the problem for arbitrary k, this is not the case. As soon as we have guessed 
too high once, we are left with a variable-cost bounded searching problem, and the 
method of the previous subsection can be used. 
3.3. Other Searching Problems 
In this subsection, we shall investigate a number of searching problems that have 
been studied by previous authors and exhibit tradeoffs similar to the ones we have 
seen previously. Bentley and Saxe [2, 31 identified the decomposable searching 
problems that include most of the searching problems that arise in practice. They 
studied transformations on decomposable searching problems that take as “input” a 
data structure for a particular searching problem and produce as “output” a data 
structure for a modified problem. For instance, Bentley and Saxe [2] showed that a 
data structure for a static decomposable searching problem can be converted to a 
structure for a dynamic searching problem, and the penalties in the insertion and 
query times obey the kind of tradeoffs we have seen in this paper. The implemen- 
tation of those transformations is based on binomial counting systems, and the 
analysis is based on binomial trees. Bentley and Saxe showed that their transfor- 
mations are optimal over the set of all transformations that can be represented by 
trees; this result was later extended by Mehlhorn [ 171 who demonstrated a slightly 
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weaker lower bound over a much broader class of transformations. Both of these 
lower bound proofs are based on binomial trees. 
The problem of minimal-storage dynamic member searching of Bentley et al. [ 1 J is 
closely related to the above work. Those authors described a space-optimal structure 
for maintaining a set of elements under the operations of insertion and querying that 
required O(lg N) average time per insertion and O(lg’N) time per query. Average 
insertion time of O(kN1lk) and query time of O(k lg N) are also achievable. The 
above authors showed that their particular pair of cost functions was optimal; we 
conjecture that the cost functions we just mentioned are also optimal (with respect to 
one another). 
Bentley and Saxe [3] describe a different kind of transformation on data structures 
that allows “range variables” to be added to either the query elements or the elements 
stored in the data structure, and the other item is then extended to include a range 
over that variable. The domain of the query is then limited to all the elements whose 
variable falls within the query range, or (in the other case) to all the elements whose 
range includes the query point. The tradeoffs between query time and the similar 
quantities of preprocessing time and storage obey the treelike relation we have seen 
so far in this paper. 
As another example, the binomial tree analysis can also be applied to the “jump 
search” of Shneiderman [23] and to the “hierarchic index sequential” search of Janko 
1131, which they propose as a practical method of searching large files in secondary 
storage. Finally, the isomorphism to trees can be used in the analysis of multiway 
priority queues; see, for instance, Knuth 115, p. 1421. 
3.4. Linear Recursion 
The cass of linear recursive programs has been studied by Chandra ]8] and by 
Swamy and Savage [25]. A linear recursive program consists of a set of procedures 
where each procedure can make at most one recursive call. Conventional implemen- 
tations of such programs require time and space both proporitonal to N, the depth of 
recursion. Chandra showed that one can simultaneously achieve kN’lk space and kN 
time, lg N space and N lg N time, or k space and kN’ +‘lk time. Using the scheme of 
this paper, his algorithms can be viewed in a simpler light. 
THEOREM 20 (Linear recursive programs from trees). For every N-leaf complete 
tree with depth D and branching factor B, there is a compilation of a linear recursive 
program of depth N that requires time DN and space D(B - 1). There is also a dual 
compilation that requires D(B - 1) N time and D space. 
Note that all of Chandra’s results follow as corollaries from this theorem. 
Additionally, this theorem extends his results to the case that the constant k is 
replaced by any function growing more slowly than lg N. We note here that this 
solution to the linear recursion problem is structurally very similar to the solution to 
the sensitivity analysis problem, even though the two problems are quite distinct at 
first glance. As with the sensitivity analysis problem, use of binomial trees reduces the 
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constant factor by approximately e. Swamy and Savage 1251 used a pebbling game 
and a binomial counting scheme to show that the resulting schemata are indeed 
optimal. 
3.5. ParalleiSorting 
The problem of sorting an input set on a highly-interconnected multiprocessor has 
received a great deal of attention. Hirschberg [lo] and Preparata [20] both gave 
algorithms that use N’+“‘( processors to sort N elements in O(k lg N) time, for any 
fixed positive k. Their method can be generalized to prove the following. 
THEOREM 21 (Parallel sorting algorithms from trees). For every N-leaf complete 
tree with depth D and branching factor B, there is a corresponding parallel algorithm 
for sorting N elements on BN processors in O(D lg N) time. 
This result subsumes the results of Hirschberg and Preparata, and extends them to 
the case where the depth grows as a function of N. 
3.6. Ink-Bounded Turing Machines 
A Turing machine is said to bef(n) ink-bounded if no cell on the tape is changed 
more than OCf(n)) times during a computation. Melville [ 181 displays an “ink- 
efftcient” universal Turing machine for performing ink-bounded computations. He 
describes a universal machine for every positive integer k that uses O(f(n)‘+ ‘lk) time 
and rewrites each cell at most O(kf(n)) t imes, wheref(n) is the time required by the 
original machine. Melville’s “multilevel” construction can be naturally transformed 
into the tree framework of this paper. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
A number of open problems are raised by the work in this paper. Perhaps the most 
important open problem is that of proving lower bounds on the space-time 
complexity of the problems we have seen. The modified binomial broadcast nets of 
Subsection 3.1 and the variable-cost searching algorithms of Subsection 3.2 were 
shown herein to be optimal. Both are relatively simple proofs, which follow almost 
immediately from the problem statement and the principle of optimality. Swamy and 
Savage [25] have shown the optimality of their linear recursion schemata. Bentley 
and Saxe [ 21 have shown that their transform on data structures is optimal over a 
broad class of transforms, using a reduction to trees. Mehlhorn [ 171 later extended 
that result to show that their transforms are within a constant factor of optimal, over 
the set of all transforms on data structures. We conjecture that the tree-structured 
approach we have used in this paper will lead to lower bounds for many of the 
problems we have studied. The hard part of such lower bound proofs appears to be 
not the mathematics of dealing with the trees, but rather the reduction of the general 
problem to a problem on trees. This is trivial for the case of broadcast nets and 
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unbounded searching, and difficult for linear recursion schemata and the decom- 
posable searching transforms. In this paper, we have given only two new lower bound 
proofs, but we conjecture that the approach of this paper will allow many lower 
bounds to be shown, and that the lower bounds will almost match the upper bounds 
we have described. Indeed, Hong [ 1 l] has confirmed this conjecture by showing the 
optimality of many of the algorithms in this paper. A second important open problem 
is identifying additional algorithms that exhibit tradeoffs like the ones we have seen in 
this paper; the reduction to trees is a powerful tool to employ in this quest. (The 
permutation and sorting algorithms of Chung et al. [9] are obvious candidates for 
interpretation in this framework.) 
We will now briefly summarize the contributions of this paper. First, we have 
shown a number of new algorithmic results. Rosenthal [21] gave two algorithms for 
the sensitivity analysis problem and conjectured that a quadratic time-space product 
was optimal; the (new) algorithms of Section 2 show that a spectrum of algorithms is 
achievable and that N(lg N)* time-space suffices. Both the broadcasting nets of 
Section 3.1 and the variable-cost searching algorithms of Subsection 3.2 are new and 
are provably optimal (Yao [29] used the broadcasting nets in the design of new VLSI 
algorithms). The new results in the remainder of Section 3 are the extension of 
previous results from some fixed tree depth, k, to a depth that can vary as a function 
of N. Apart from the asymptotic analyses, the detailed analyses we have seen give us 
precise upper bounds on the complexities of all of the problems, many of which we 
conjecture are optima1 to within second-order terms (and some which are known to 
be exactly optimal). 
In addition to the new algorithms, this paper contains a new approach that yields a 
large class of resource tradeoffs. Those tradeoffs span a variety of resources, allowing 
us to trade time against such resources as memory space, VLSI area, program size, 
number of processors, and “ink-boundedness”; the development of this paper shows 
that all of these tradeoffs can be traced to a common mathematical structure. In 
addition to the insight given by the common structure, that structure allows us to 
analyze precisely (with binomial trees) all of the algorithms at once, which requires a 
quantity of work that might not be justified for any one of the particular algorithms 
but certainly is justified for the collection as a whole. The tree structure has already 
been used to show the optimality of several of the algorithms, and we conjecture that 
it will be useful in future lower bound proofs. 
APPENDIX: SOLUTION OF A CLASS OF RECURRENCES 
In this appendix, we shall study the two-variable recurrence f defined as follows: 
f(d, h) =f(d - 1, h) +f(d - 1, h - 1) for O< h <d, 
- ‘d for h = d, 
=o for h > d or h < 0. 
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Note that f(d, 0) = a,. We shall first give a general solution for f as a function of the 
sequence (ai) and then determine f for the two sequences of most interest in this 
paper. 
We define the generating function forf as FJx) = COChGdf(d, h) xh. Noting from 
the recursive part of the definition off that f(d, h) xh =f(d - 1, h) xh + xf(d - 1, 
h-l)xh-‘for l<h<d-1,wecansumoverthesevaluesofhtoget 
,<h;d_lf(d,h)xh= c f(d- l,h)xh+x c f(d- l,h)Xh. 
I<h<d-I l<h<d-I 
Thus, 
‘d(x) = (1 + X) Fd_ l(x) + (ad - ad_ 1) Xd = )J (1 + X)d-i X’(Ui - Ui_ 1) 
O<i<d 
=(l +x)d-’ c a, 
If we let A,(x) be the generating function for a,, a, ,..., a, then for 0 < h < d,f(d, h) 
is the coefficient of xh in 
(1 +X)d-l&(x/(l +x)). 
The number of leaves in a (d, h) binomial tree, L(d, h), is the sum of the numbers 
of leaves in the right and left subtrees; for h = 0 or h = d, there is a single leaf. Thus, 
L(d,h)=L(d- l,h)+L(d- l,h- 1) for O< h cd, 
= 1 for h = d. 
This is just the function f given above, with a, = 1 for all i. The generating function 
for (Ui) is 
A(x) = l/(1 -x), 
and L(d, h) is the coefficient of xh in 
(1 +X)d-‘Ad(X/(I +x))= (1 +x)d-’ (1 -x/(1 +x))-‘= (1 +x)d. 
So L(d, h) = ( f ), as expected. 
The number of leaves in a modified (d, h) binomial tree, M(d, h), is given by the 
above function f with a, = 2’-’ for i > 0 and a, = 1. The generating function for (a,) 
is 
A(x)= (1 -x)/(1 -2X), 
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and so M(d, h) is the coeffkient of X” in 
(1 +X)d-lAd(X/(l +x))=(1 +xy [(l-(x/l +x))/(l-2(x/l +x))l 
= (1 + x)d- ‘/( 1 - x). 
Then, M(d, h) is the partial sum of the coefficients of (1 + x)~-‘; i.e., 
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